Purbeck Random Walling

Ideal for creating stunning Drystone Walls, Landscape and Water Features.

Supplied random, with a varied range sizes and colours from buff through brown to blue.

Typical Bed Widths
Between 150-300mm

Typical Course Heights
Between 50-250mm

Approx. 3m² faced coverage per 1t bag.

Suitable for Drystone and Traditional construction methods

Suitable Uses
- Landscaping
- Drystone Walls
- Water Features

Specification

Random Stone with typical bed widths of between 150-300mm

Supplied in weighed 1 tonne bags

**********
Situated in the heart of the Mendip Hills, this newly developed holiday park used almost 1000m2 of Purbeck Random Walling to great effect throughout the site. Working with the natural beauty of the surrounding countryside, the use of Purbeck Stone as boundary and dividing walls has created stunning features.